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Get2College Post-Workshop Quiz for the ACT® 

1. What is your best friend on the ACT® English section?   

2. What are the two strategies for solving algebra problems?   

and   

3. What is your 1st step on the ACT® Reading section?   

4. What is your 1st step when looking at a graph on the ACT® Science section? 
 

5.  On the ACT® English section the  answer choice that makes sense 

is going to be the correct answer. 

6. How do you know when you can plug in your own numbers? 
 

7. The easiest questions on the ACT® Reading section will ask you about 

 and tell you  . 

8. What is your 2nd step when looking at a graph on the ACT® Science section? 
 

9. When there is a prepositional phrase separating the  from the 

 , you should “cut the fat” to see if they agree. 

10. When you see a word problem on the ACT® Math section, your first step should 

be to  . 

11. What is your 2nd step when solving a non-fiction ACT® Reading passage?   
 

12. What is your 2nd step when solving a fiction ACT® Reading passage?   
 

13. When your answer choices on the ACT® Math section are in numerical order, 

which one should you start with to work the problem backwards?   

14. How do you answer questions about a whole ACT® Reading passage if you haven’t 

read the whole passage?   

15. What is your 3rd step when solving a fiction ACT® Reading passage?   
 

16. For which three national tests dates are students allowed to order their Test 

Information Release?  ,  , &   

17. What are the ACT® and GPA requirements for students to receive the HELP 

Grant? ACT® :  GPA:   
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1. The semicolon 

2. Plugging in; using the answers 

3. Read the blurb 

4. Identify the variables 

5. Shortest 

6. When there is a variable in the problem and the answer choices 

7. One word; where to find it 

8. Identify the units of measure 

9. Subject; verb 

10. Find the question mark 

11. Find & dissect the thesis statement 

12. Find the proper nouns 

13. In the middle 

14. Correct Answer Puzzle Fit 

15. Find the dialogue 

16. April; June; December 

17. 20; 2.5 


